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Facts: C agreed to build 2 tunnels for S, both believed nothing could prevent construction, noise slow 
construction, increased cost  
Decision: 
NO term implied ad hoc; Applying principles (BP v Hastings Shire Council) no term implied. Not 
inferred intended to include term regarding extra costs. Performance had become frustrated. 
Unforeseen injunction made performance fundamentally different Codelfa not obliged to do the work for 
original & open to new agreement. 

Cohen v Cohen (1929) 42 CLR 91

Facts: before married Mr promised to pay Ms 100 pounds as dress allowance, quarterly 25 pounds, couple 
separated, Ms claimed that Mr owed 278 pounds 
Decision: NO intention to be legally bound; agreement between spouses 

Commercial Bank of Australia v Amadio (1983) 151 CLR 447 (p. 227) 

Facts: Amadio owned building company experiencing financial difficulties. Bank agreed to give Amadio 
overdraft of $270,000 if mortgage provided. Amadio asked parents to provide mortgage. Amadio became 
insolvent & bank sought to enforce mortgage. 
Decision: YES contract made void, vitiating factor, unconscionable dealing: mortgage set aside 
parents in position of disadvantage: did not know of son's indebtedness, nor told of the extent of their 
mortgage, elderly & spoke little English. Age, background & reliance on son!to inability to judge best 
interests. Unconscionable dealing.  

Concrete Constructions (NSW) Pty Ltd v Nelson (1990) 169 CLR 594 (p. 252) 

Facts: Nelson is a builder, boss told him safe to stand on, Nelson injured, sue for negligence and 
misleading conduct 
Decision: NO misleading conduct; not in trade or commerce, did not happen within the course of 
employment, not business activity, no private interaction within businesses 

Misleading conduct is prohibited only if it takes place ‘in trade or commerce’

Connor v Stainton (1924) 27 WALR 72 (p. 172)

Facts: Connor contract with Stainton (fencer) to erect over 3 miles fencing with posts 12 feet apart. 
When finished posts were found to be more than 12 feet apart. Stainton did not deny posts were further 
apart, but claimed, by adding 'droppers' b/w some posts, the fence would be just as effective. 
Decision: NO substantial performance; S not entitled to claim agreed placement because putting 
droppers in would not make the fence the same as that agreed to in the contract  

Coulls v Bagot’s Executor & Trustee Co Ltd (1967) 119 CLR 460 (p.104)
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